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Hello everyone this is Jim and welcome to the 11-11-2015 Gateway Portal Channeling. I thank
you all for being here. I thank you for all that you do for offering yourselves in service in this
way.
As many of you know, the ones that have been following our courses and the Gateway Portal
Channelings for the past several months, 11-11-2015 Gateway day which is today is a landmark
event. Divine Mother has talked about how important this day is for months now and it is upon
us, and I again thank you for all that you’ve done to help this be a successful landmark point for
the Divine Feminine and for Divine Mother, and for all of us.
Grounding Meditation-Take a deep breath and we will begin our grounding. Visualize that
you’re standing on Uluru, and be aware that everyone listening to this session, and that is
listening to it live or listening to it in the future, are standing with you on Uluru. Feel the
presence of this group entity, and feel the Energies get magnified as you become aware of the
presence of all of those around you.
We’re standing on Uluru, the great red rock in Central Australia, the vortex, the sacred vortex,
and as you begin to feel the presence of Uluru and feel your heartbeat begin to beat in sync with
this amazing rock we slide into Uluru. Visualize the Red Clay color of Uluru all around you as
you move into the rock and you feel its nurturing presence and feel it clean and cleanse your
aura, your chakras, from all the static, fuzziness and dullness that the day’s events may have
brought to your mind and to your body and being.
Now see that the Hara Line, the Pillar of Light which extends from the bottoms of your feet all
the way to the Core of Mother Earth, is activated; it’s illuminated, in bright light color. And
your Earth Crust Chakra which is about 10 inches below the bottoms of your feet is also
illuminated and is spinning clockwise.
Feel the presence of all of the members of the Divine Feminine wrapping themselves around you and
extending their roots around yours as you extend your roots down around the Hara Line to move all the
way down to the center of the Earth and wrap themselves around the Core Crystal, the Goddesses and
the Guardians, the Divine Feminine wrapping themselves around you and around your roots.

Visualize that a tree trunk forms around you and sends its roots holding yours and the Divine
Feminine’ s roots all around the Earth Core Crystal, grounding you even tighter to Mother Earth.
Around you see the tree trunk extends all the way up into the heavens and the branches and
leaves spread out into the Pool of Creation. Around the tree trunk, the outer layer of the tree
trunk is Emerald Green Light of Abundance & Healing.
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Now pull from the Core Crystal the Amber colored Life Force Energy of Mother Earth
which is in the Core Crystal and you pull it up through the root system and let it come up
all the way to the bottoms of your feet. Feel it enter into through the bottoms of your feet,
up through your legs and your torso, illuminating all your Chakras, clearing and cleansing
your 5 Body System and Light Body as it moves all the way up through the tree trunk to
the Pool of Creation, pouring into the Pool of Creation.
See that the more vibrant Cosmic Life Force Energy of the Mother of the Cosmos is
pouring into the Pool of Creation in the more vibrant Amber colored Light, a little darker,
more vibrant Amber colored Light, and see Great Silent Watcher standing beside the Pool
of Creation with a huge urn in her hands pouring Golden Light into the Pool of Creation.
As the Gold Light mixes with the Amber colored Light of Cosmic Mother it pours down
through the tree trunk all the way down to your Crown pouring into your body and being.
Feel how much more vibrant this Energy is and also feel the Golden Light bring you through
another cycle of clearing and cleansing of your Energies as it moves down through the bottoms
of your feet, all the way down to the Core Crystal mixing with the Core Crystal Energies and
coming back up again all mixed together, the Cosmic Life Force Energy and the Life Force
Energy of Mother Earth, all the way up through you to the Pool of Creation. It gets invigorated
by a new pouring of the Gold and the Cosmic Amber pours down through the tree trunk, to
your Crown, through your body and being all the way down to the Core Crystal and a
third time it comes up all mixed together as you energize the Earth through this service
that you’ve provided by pulling the Cosmic Energy down and you pulling the Life Force
Energy of Mother Earth all the way up to the Pool of Creation, where you find your
consciousness there in the Pool of Creation.
You see all of the Goddesses standing along the edge of the Pool of Creation, Great Silent
Watcher, Victory, Mother of the Universe, Mother of the Cosmos, Guardian of the Divine
Plan, all of the other Goddesses and Goddesses standing pouring their Energies into the
Pool of Creation. You jump up to the deck and you see your two Angels standing with
their trays. You put your ceremonial robes on, cape and pick up your Scepter of Power
and look into the distance where Mother is sitting on her Throne.
As we move towards Divine Mother, she holds out her arms, her cape, pouring the Copper
Gold Light to you, and we move into her bosom and she surrounds us with the Copper
Gold Light of Divine Mother. Feel the presence of Divine Mother and the love and nurturance
of Divine Mother and this Copper Gold Light. It feels like we’ve been too long away from
Divine Mother in this format.
Take your time within the bosom of Divine Mother, say whatever you would like to say to our
Beloved Divine Mother and set your intensions for this session, for yourself, your loved ones, for
Earth and humankind, and as we move towards, and into and through this Portal and through the
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Spiritual New Year. Take a moment and set your intentions and be mindful of where you are at
this point in Earth’s history, in this point in your history. I’ll give you a moment and the next
voice that you hear will be that of our Beloved Nasrin. So It Is.
Nasrin begins: 9:24
Hello everyone and welcome to 11-11-2015. Finally it is upon us. I’d like to explain to you the
significance of this time and what Divine Mother has planned for us as we move into these
Energies.
At the beginning of this month we entered the Spiritual New Year and we celebrated with fire
ceremonies and invocations to Divine Mother. 11-11 is a portal where Divine Mother has
requested Earth to shake herself off of her karma and raise her own consciousness. As a result
we will all move through a process of raising our consciousness. That means wherever everyone
is, they’re going to be pushed to the next level. Some people will receive it and welcome it.
Some people are going to be pushed to receive it.
Divine Mother explained to me in meditation, that the reason why she has requested the Fire
Ceremonies that we perform and the Healing Grid is because, as we are being accelerated
the karma comes to the surface, even the karma of people who owe us things, and sometimes
in the process of somebody paying us what they owe us we end up holding their hand,
babysitting them so they can pay back their debt, and that means we get involved.
I’ll give you an extreme example of it which happened in this week to one of our core group
members. She has a dad who is sickly and elderly. So in the course of the last few months a
young lady comes into his life and basically scams him by taking a lot of money from him.
When the daughter finds out, she puts a stop to it legally, and so there is a battle going on for the
legal procedure to take back what is not this woman’s right; and everything goes all right in that
arena and they part company.
Then as recently as this past week this young lady calls and says, “I want to come and visit with
your dad, can I have permission?” And she feels she can give permission so she goes ahead and
says, “come on over”. When the young girl comes over she literally goes on her hands and
knees and begs forgiveness, and says, “in the past few months I have found God and I have
repented from my ways, and I wanted to come and ask forgiveness”; and she cries and cries and
cries to the point of getting beside herself and not being able to function. So the daughter sends
everybody, the whole family out to dinner as they were planning, and sits to babysit this young
woman and console her.
It’s kind of funny that things end up that way, but there are people who go from one extremesuch as that of finding an elderly man and scamming him and taking his money, trying to run
away from it- to then repenting and begging forgiveness; and crying to the point of becoming
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beside herself- two ends of the spectrum. Not everyone’s awakening hopefully will be this
extreme but there are two lessons here:
The first lesson is: please be mindful that people around you are awakening and not everyone’s
awakening is going to be smooth when it is at this 11th hour. Literally it is at the 11th hour and
people are being pushed to their awakening. At this point the soul isn’t asking nicely anymore.
The soul is pushing the personality aspects and saying it’s time that you do what you have to do
and should have done a long time ago and therefore things manifest in weird ways, that’s lesson
one.
Lesson number two is: when we look at situations and become upset, angry, seeking justice,
looking at situations and saying, “Mother I want revenge, I want justice, I want rightfulness,
righteousness to be applied”- sometimes that means as the righteousness is coming to be
applied- we end up babysitting those unrighteous people; because the whole concept is based on
first the person whose done you wrong paying back, and second for you to see they are paying
back, and for you to be involved that they are paying back.
So Divine Mother explained to me that the weird dreams that many of us have been having
which somehow resurrects people from long past or symbolizes people that we’ve had karma
with, and we have these weird dreams about them, that’s one level of releasing karma. Then
there’s a second layer of releasing karma, and that is when you become a witness to situations
and events that happen around you when people who owe you begin to release their karma and
pay their debt, and a lot of times there is a need to hand hold them, to enable them to do that, and
Divine Mother says for this reason I have requested the healing grid.
People whose names are in the healing grid and go through those types of situations for karma
and karmic entanglements in the work environment, in the social environment, in national
situations where your entire country is going through turmoil or depression, the whole world is
going through its own issues, and we become affected because of what is going on around us.
I’ve heard from people with regards to the fact that they feel calmer and happier from the healing
grid release of anxiety.
It is difficult to gauge and measure how much better you feel right now because we’re moving
into these Energies; and in a sense it’s partially for making you feel calmer and protected. But
also partially for releasing events and situations; karma and anxiety which you may not know is
happening in your life. So there is an undercurrent of Energy going on which you may not
be aware of. It could be things that have happened in this lifetime or it could be things
that have happened in previous lifetimes because Earth is shifting to raise its own
vibration. Every one of us will go through all the scars and pain and struggle from the past
and the past lifetimes. Being inside of a healing grid, being involved in fire ceremonies
where we offer the karma and karmic entanglements, even the part we may not be aware
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of to the sacred fires asking Divine Mother’s intercession. It is therefore important that you
remain aware and be gentle with yourself.
Take advantage of the fact that we have these fire ceremonies going. If you are unable to attend
by registering for the fire ceremony or the healing grid, just offer yourself directly to Divine
Mother and ask her to include you. She knows you. She knows your heart. She knows your
condition and your situation. Every one of you is her children. She is perfectly capable of
working with you directly, ask her. We have the tools. She offers the grace. All that remains is
for you to ask.
Know that people around you are awakening; they might have a more difficult time with the
process. So as you are being gentle with yourselves, be gentle with others as well and know that
some of what they are doing may not be directed at you so much as it is directed at themselves.
So don’t take peoples action personally. When people turn weird, don’t think what did I
do to instigate that? What did I do to deserve that? Think of it as they are being pushed
out of their comfort zone to reach a new level. So the angry will become angrier. The sad
will become sadder. The depressed might become more depressed all around you, and you
may feel things closing in, but know that as we move into this portal and these Energies come to
the surface they’re coming up to be released.
Today Divine Mother has a grid with six new Cosmic Guardians. Some of them you already
know, others are new to you and she requests that we work with these new Cosmic Guardians.
They will make a more solid foundation around us. They have been called specifically for this
time in the history of Earth, for our rescue, to help us, strengthen us, increase our resolve, bring
greater strength and protection, and for transmutational powers which have not been working on
Earth.
Divine Mother will talk to you about three new Cosmic Guardians, all of them in charge of what
we know as Violet Flame, Violet Ray of Transmutation. In the recent past some of you may
have noticed that the Violet Flame Violet Ray is not clearing the Energies as fast and as
efficiently as you would like it. It takes longer and sometimes it doesn’t even penetrate. So help
has arrived in the form of three new Beings. These three are strong and vibrant and specifically
here to bring transmutational potencies and restore Divine Order and Divine Organization. The
three of them will overlight the Energies of Violet Flame, Violet Ray and be available for that
Seventh Ray Energy to release and transmute and raise the vibration of Earth as well as the
consciousness of all humankind.
The other three, you already know about them and we have worked with them for a while. So
once again Happy Spiritual New Year, Happy 11-11 Stargate, remember this is one where there
is an alignment within the solar system, the galaxy, the universe, all the way into the Cosmic
Conglomerate.
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You are receiving this audio file a little earlier then the day of 11-11 so you can have an
opportunity to practice setting up this grid. Divine Mother calls it a 6 Pointed Star Grid. And
make these new 6 Cosmic Guardians your best friends. Call upon them and ask them for
everything and anything for yourselves, for your loved ones, for Earth, for humankind, for all
creatures, and for the future. The future where we are going to build a better, higher, more
divinely ordained reality that will release the pollution and corruption from the 5 Elements, from
the hearts and minds of all souls, and unfold a better, greater, fresher future for ourselves and the
generations of children and grandchildren. Thank you for giving of yourselves to this service.
We are going to move from the Throne of Divine Mother in the 122nd Dimension of Reality
in the company of members of the group and the Deities, moving down to the 5D Octave
inside Divine Mother’s own Merkaba Field. We’re going to reach to the 5th Dimensional
Octave, moving through the Tunnel of Light that connects the 3rd Dimension to the 5th.We will
stand before the gateway of Divine Mother’s own 5D Octave retreat. The color of Lights
changes from Purple to Magenta, to Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, Red, Magenta and
Purple. This is a recalibration of our Energies to raise us to the point where we can visit Divine
Mother’s retreat in the 5th Dimensional Octave. This sequence of colors allows you to raise your
vibration and become ready to receive the 5th Dimensional Energies that are prevalent inside
Divine Mother’s own Temple in the 5th Dimensional Realm.
Whenever you feel out of sorts you can envision yourself standing right before this gateway and
go from Purple to Magenta and then go through the rainbow, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, Red,
then Magenta again, and Purple. On either side of the Purple there’s Magenta. When you’re
going in and when you’re coming out of that circle of Light, remember that.
Now envision the gateway’s opening, our entire entourage entering, everyone standing before the
Sacred Fire making sacred offerings. See Divine Mother seated upon her Throne, see Lord
Shiva Goddess Shakti sitting upon their own seats on either side of Divine Mother. See Deities
and members of the Divine Feminine Council, and Beings that you may not have seen or
experienced before, as well as Angels, Archangels, Watchers, Silent Watchers, all of whom are
standing in obeisance to Divine Mother and Great Silent Watcher.
Stand before the Sacred Fire and make your offerings, and ask for all the transitional steps
for the raising of vibration of Earth, and the Earth changes that are happening around us to
happen according to Divine Plan and Divine Mother’s chosen path. We are all together serving
Divine Mother so she can serve the multitude and masses, and in return we gain merits for
serving her and for raising the vibration on behalf of multitudes and masses. Angels bring trays
for you to make your sacred offerings to the Sacred Fire.
DIVINE MOTHER begins at 31:31mins
My Beloved Children of Light I’m your very own Divine Mother.
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I ask you to pause for as long as wish to offer your prayers and your sacred offerings to the Altar.
When you are complete come with me behind my Throne into the inner chamber, walk with me
inside the double doorways to the inner chamber. See that the 12 Cosmic Guardians are
positioned in the circle. From the position of 12:00 is:













Cosmic Guardian of Power & Protection in Cobalt Blue, then
Pearlescent Fuchsia Pink of Prosperity, then
Life & Nurturance in Baby Leaf Green, then
Abundance & Prosperity Health & Abundance from the 5D Octave in Blue Baby
Green, then
Warm Yellow of Joy & Gratitude, then
Lilac Lighting Balancing Male & Female Polarity
position of 6 is the Vibrant Pink of Mother of Universe, then
Pearlescent Gray of Empowerment, then
Frosted Blue & Platinum of Goddess Victory, then
Cinnamon colored Light of Karuna, Kindness, then
Warm Orange Light of Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan, then the
Reddish Green of Earthly Abundance.

That’s the 12 around the circle.
I will walk with you and have you sit on the velvet seat in the center. Around you the triangle
with:




Great Silent Watcher in front of you to the left
Mother of Cosmos in front of you to the right
Your very own Divine Mother behind you.

That triangle spins with you as you go from Being to Being receiving their blessings. So take a
moment and take a spin around the clock and feel the Energies of each of these Beings.
Meantime next to the triangle of Great Silent Watcher, Mother of Cosmos, Divine Mother
become aware that there is a diamond shape or a square shape where the 4 Cosmic Guardians
for Balance reside:





Balancing Light & Darkness in a Smokey Quartz colored Light
Balancing Health & Abundance in an Emerald Green Light
Balancing Life Force in a Pomegranate Seed colored Red Light
Hope as the 4th point with Tongues of Yellow, Orange, Pink and Red.

Now you have gone around the circle and you are aware that the 4 points are set outside of the
triangle.
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At this point we’re going to place a 6 Pointed Star between the Grid of 4 and the Grid of 12 in
the circle. Now I will tell you that the 6 Pointed Star is made of two triangles. One triangle is
pointing north and I will start with those because you know these Beings:




In the point of north there’s a Being who carries the Cobalt Blue with twirls of Teal
Green and she’s the Cosmic Guardian of Strength & Power.
In that triangle with her is Goddess of Compassion, we have been working with her for
the past few months – Pearlescent Peachy Cream Light.
Goddess of Spring & Renewal with her Triple Streams of Ultraviolet to Violet,
Infrared to Red, Red to Violet.

That’s one triangle, triangle that’s pointing north.
Now I’m going to introduce you to 3 Cosmic Guardians that will stand at a triangle as pointing
south.


At the south point this is Cosmic Guardian of Stability

Her colored Light is the Skin of Eggplant, a very Dark Purple, dense but vibrant colored
Light. Her task is to stabilize the Energy around you. She is the higher Aspect of the
Transmutational Power of Violet Flame, Violet Ray. If you make that Violet Light deeper
and darker you would get this Eggplant Skin colored Light. She is one out of three Cosmic
Guardians who will together carry the three streams of what is known as Violet Flame, Violet
Ray. Stability is the equivalent of Transmutation. Instead of focusing on transmuting, her
focus is to stabilize the 5 Elements within your bodies, stabilize the 5 Elements for Earth
and for all creatures, so you all feel comfortable in all the bodies. Minerals, plants,
animals, mammals, birds, humans, all feeling comfortable in the bodies they all possess and
releasing struggle, pain, scars, memories of trauma. That’s why she carries the name and
the quality for stability. She stabilizes the Energy within you and around you. She
stabilizes the Energy within the 5 Elements.
So every time you call upon her you are offering yourselves in service, because as you call upon
her she stabilizes the Energy within you and around you. That means she’ll work with the 5
Elements. She’ll clear the Waters. She’ll clear the pollution from Earth, from Air, from Fire
and she will strengthen the Energy of Ether.
So for a moment focus on this Cosmic Guardian, imagine that your seat has been turned to face
her because this is the first time you have the experience of her. Let her send beams of Eggplant
Skin colored Light to your entire body, your 5 Body System Light Body, absorb it through all
your Chakras, your organs, your cells, your bloodstream into your muscular and skeletal
structure. Pause for a moment……
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The other two points of this triangle, in front of you to the left, if this Cosmic Guardian was
to be placed behind you in the south in front to far left is the Cosmic Guardian whose
Energy is vibrating a Silver Foiled background with twirls of Teal Blue Green and
Eggplant colored Light, and she carries the stream of


Divine Organization

Now Divine Organization doesn’t mean clutter being removed from your bookshelf. It means
divinely organizing and orchestrating life and the flow of Shakti, the flow of synchronistic
events, the flow of the Divine Creative Force. It means changing situations on your behalf so
that instead of you going through dead ends you would go on highways and find the fastest way
to your goal, Cosmic Guardian of Divine Organization.
By her side stands Christ Maitreya. The purpose for Christ Maitreya becoming incarnate
in Physical Body is to restore Divine Organization. It is his job, his choice to come back to
Earth and restore Divine Organization, which is the restoration of the flow of the Creative
Force to unfold in your lives in ways that are best for you. It means you being able to get
everything done the way you want it to get done and better in the course of each day and not
having to struggle to get it done. That’s the substance and the principle behind Divine
Organization. When Divine Organization goes awry and the ego takes its place, then havoc and
mayhem ensues. The idea is to restore the type of order and organization that allows you to
always choose the best case scenario. The path that unfolds before you leads you to the best case
scenario, not to dead ends, not to delays and distractions.
So once again face this Being, let her pour her Silver Platinum colored Light with Teal Blue
Green twirls, that also have streams of Eggplant colored Light, and take a moment. Take
as long as you need.
You will hopefully be repeating these exercises through the month of November and into the end
of this year, end of the Gregorian Year. End of the year becomes heavier and heavier. Using
this grid, seeing yourselves blessed by all these Cosmic Guardians including the six which we
are placing around the grid right now is beneficial for you and again as I said most beneficial
every time you call these Beings for all other Beings, including Earth and other souls. It helps
with raising the vibration.
I ask you now to turn to the third point of the triangle. Again if Cosmic Guardian of
Stability and Divine Mother are behind you, you turn to northeast and you see a Cosmic
Guardian whose Energy is emanating a Magenta colored Light and she is:


Cosmic Guardian of Divine Order

Now Divine Order again isn’t to be punctual and orderly and do things in prim and proper ways.
Divine Order is for things to take their course in ways that have order. A simple example of it is,
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it’s always good if the best job offer, the next job offer that is better than the present one,
manifests before you have to give up the present job. So you are hopeful, you are looking
forward to it, you are provided for financially, and you feel safe moving on from the old to the
new. That’s Divine Order.
Divine Order is like the story of making sure you have your high school diploma before you go
to college, because if you start taking college courses when you’re not ready for them, when you
don’t have the maturity for them, when you don’t have the understanding, you may end up
dropping off. So that’s one way of looking at it.
Another is the analogy of finding the better job. Finding the car that is safer and better and
newer and having the money to buy it before you have to sell your old car so the transition
happens easier, that’s Divine Order.
Even though in this case I am applying it to mundane level situations it still is Divine Order.
Divine Order means you gain the maturity, you gain the strength, you gain the power, and power
necessitates financial strength and power, as well as the willpower.
A lot of times you feel you have the willpower to bring something in your life but you need the
financial backup, and the financial backup takes a much longer time. So in essence that takes
away from your physical strength, mental, emotional power, because you wonder what you’re
doing wrong if I now need a better, safer, more stable car why am I not in the position to find the
right one at the right price and come up with the financial stability to purchase it. That requires
the perfection that is held within this Magenta Light that the Cosmic Guardian of Divine Order
carries. When you have Divine Order in your lives not only your spiritual experiences become
heightened but also your day to day life becomes more enjoyable. Because when you have the
strength to physically accomplish something, the power, to mentally, emotionally pull it through,
the finances, the resources, the qualifying situations to bring it together then you have Divine
Order in your lives.
Make yourselves the best friend to this Cosmic Guardian; or rather make her your very best
friend. Go to her whenever you feel that you need to put some order in place, that you need to
get things done a certain way, that you need to find the balance, the sequence, the steps, even if
you don’t know what the steps are. Yet go to her and ask her to bring you the clarity you need to
find that order. The power you need to pull the Divine Order to your lives so your mundane
level existence follows the Divine Order that is a part and parcel of both sides, both ends of the
spectrum, the spiritual as well as the mundane.
See every Chakra of your body absorbing the Magenta Light. See Sanat Kumara standing
beside this Cosmic Guardian. This Cosmic Guardian has come to support Sanat Kumara
to be more involved in the mundane, practical, worldly events. Sanat Kumara is here to
spread his consciousness once again, and to raise the vibration of Earth, and to awaken the
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unawakened souls, and to move the rest of you who are already awakened further along the
path of awakening and enlightenment, awakening mastery and finally enlightenment.
Sanat Kumara and Cosmic Guardian of Divine Order with Magenta Light are pouring
their Energies to you. Once again you may pause for as long as you wish.
So if you were now sitting and facing north, I’m going to give you the order of this 6 Pointed
Star even though it is two triangles fully merged into each other. The triangles are equilateral
and when you look at them they really are a 6 Pointed Star.











The point in the north is the Cobalt Blue with Teal Blue Green of Physical
Strength & Divine Power. If you mix the Physical Strength that is in your body,
in your will, in your mind and emotions with the Divine Power it’s a good
combination. That’s a point in north. Cobalt Blue with Teal.
Northeast is Divine Order with Magenta colored Light and Sanat Kumara
standing right there with her.
Southeast is Goddess of Compassion with Pearlescent Peachy Cream and that
adds the Energy of Compassion, allows you to be more patient, allows you to be
more gentle with yourselves and when you’re more gentle, patient and
compassionate with yourselves you then are able to be that way towards everyone
else
Now the fourth point going around the clock falls into due south and that’s
Goddess of Stability with Eggplant colored Light, the skin of the eggplant, a
well ripened dark colored, dark plum, stabilizing the 5 Elements, stabilizing your
mind, body, emotions, soul and spirit and making you feel safe.
Southwest is Goddess of Spring & Renewal and she makes everything better.
She puts Life Force into everything, old and new with her Triple Streams of
Light, Ultraviolet to Violet, Infrared to Red, Red to Violet, Spring &
Renewal
Northwest is Goddess of Divine Organization, the Silver Foiled Platinum
colored Lighting the background and in the foreground little tongues of Teal
Blue twirling with Eggplant Skin color Plum. Teal and Eggplant Purple or
Plum on the foreground spinning little twirls, and when you look all you see is
Shimmering Silver Platinum Light and then these tongues that bring the
spinning, swirling Teal mixed with streams of Eggplant Skin colored Light.

That’s your six.
The 6 Pointed Star is now positioned in the inner chamber of Divine Mother. It is
positioned between the 4 and the Circle of 12. So you seated in your velvet seat, you’re
encased inside of a triangle with Great Silent Watcher, Mother of Cosmos and Divine
Mother. Then you have the 4 that are for Balancing, then you have the 6 Pointed Star that are
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Stability, Strength& Power, Order, Organization, Compassion, Spring & Renewal. Then you
have the 12. The oldest of them are the members of the 12, they came first. They all didn’t
come together if you recall, they came in bits but they are now here. So if you add them all up
you have 12, plus 6, plus 4, that’s 22, plus 3. So you have 25 Cosmic Guardians, all of them
extremely powerful watching over you.
I ask you every day; place yourselves inside this entire grid. All you need to do is to make a
diagram for yourself. It’s a triangle, then it’s a square, then it’s a 6 Pointed Star, then it’s a
Circle with 12 and right down their names and just look at it and say, I’m seated on that velvet
seat in the center, every one of the 25 is pouring their Light, their Blessing, their Love and
Nurturance on me, I can do anything.
I hold you in my own heart and I wish you the best spiritual year yet and the most wonderful
transmutational release so that you can all step up on the path to greater growth, greater
attainments, and greater Joy. I’m your very own Divine Mother and I walk this path with you.
So It Is.
Nasrin concludes: Thank you everyone and goodnight.
Jim concludes. Thank you Nasrin, thank you Divine Mother and I thank all of you until next
time, goodnight.
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